Abstract. The heat flow paradox provides evidence that a dynamic weakening mechanism may be important in understanding fault friction and rupture. We present here a specific model for dynamic velocity weakening that uses the mechanics of well-studied industrial bearings to explain fault zone processes. An elevated fluid pressure is generated in a thin film of viscous fluid that is sheared between nearly parallel surface. This lubrication pressure supports part of the load, therefore reducing the normal stress and associated friction across the gap. The pressure also elastically deforms the wall rock. The model is parameterized using the Sommerfeld number, which is a measure of the lubrication pressure normalized by the lithostatic load. For typical values of the material properties, slip distance and velocity, the Sommerfeld number suggests that lubrication is an important process. If the lubrication length scales as the slip distance in an earthquake, the frictional stress during dynamically lubricated large earthquakes is 30% less than the friction with only hydrostatic pore pressure. Elastohydrodynamic lubrication also predicts a decrease in high-frequency (> 1 Hz) radiation above a critical slip distance of a few meters. This prediction is well matched by the strong motion data from the 1999 Taiwan earthquake. The observed 2 orders of magnitude variation in scaled radiated energy between small (Mw < 4) and large earthquakes (Mw > 6) is also predicted by the lubrication model.
even solid surfaces slide past each other, they strain the viscous fluid between them. The finite viscosity of the fluid resists the motion, and a high pressure gradient is formed. This pressure produces a normal stress that can help to support the load. Hydrodynamic lubrication works in two ways to reduce the total frictional stress. (1) In the fraction of the bearing or fault area lubricated by a continuous film, the shear stress is the viscous stress which is significantly below the solid-solid friction for fluids such as water, slurry, or mafic melt.
(2) More importantly, the mechanically increased pore pressure reduces the effective stress on the solid-solid interfaces and therefore dynamically reduces the frictional stress during an earthquake.
In this study we develop a theory to quantitatively predict the observable effects of coseismic lubrication by a viscous fluid in a confined fault. We first review the fundamental physics and mathematical formulation of elastohydrodynamics. We then present the results from numerical experiments on model systems in order to build a general understanding of lubrication behavior. Scaling relationships are then explored to explain the numerical results, to qualitatively describe the frictional behavior, and to determine the dependency of lubrication pressure on faulting parameters. We then estimate the values of the model parameters and quantitatively assess the importance of lubrication for earthquakes. The theory is applied to three specific observations: heat flow, near-field strong motion spectra, and radiated energy. A single parameter set is then found that is able to provide self-consistent explanations for all three applications. At the end of the paper we discuss some of the limitations of the simplified theory presented here and suggest future modifications.
Throughout this work we envision a seismogenic fault as a bicontinuous system of solid matrix and fault fluid. The fault fluid flows around asperities in a nearly linear path as the area of the asperity contacts is much less than the total fault surface area (Figure 1 ). The flow is modeled as two-dimensional, and the deflection due to the asperities is neglected. We calculate the fluid pressure generated by this flow and consider its effect on reducing the load on the asperities. We do not consider interseismic processes here. Our model is only applicable to the behavior during a single slip event.
The fault fluid is formulated as generally as possible since the physical process described refers to any viscous fluid sheared between two rough surfaces. We favor identifying the fluid as a slurry of fine-grained fault gouge and aqueous fluid because geological evidence for such a material exists [e.g., Otsuki, 1999] and slurry viscosities are large enough to produce significant lubrication pressures. Other candidate fault fluids include aqueous fluid and frictional melt. The general theory presented here applies equally well to any viscous fluid, although the numerical results would need to be recomputed with the appropriate material properties.
Lubrication Theory
A quantitative understanding of hydrodynamic lubrication requires a brief review of the standard formulation of the motion of the fluid between two subparallel planes. The fluid motion is completely described by the full Navier-Stokes equation, Du = -Vp + r/V2u, 
where h* is the gap height at the point of maximum pressure, i.e., at x = x* where dp/dx]x=•. = 0. Given boundary conditions for p and the geometry of the fault specified by h(x), the Reynolds equation can be solved to find the pressure distribution p(x). The typical be- 
Elastic Effects
To this point we have assumed that the fault wall behaves as a rigid body. This is not true in many lubrication problems. The fluid pressure deforms the wall and in so doing adjusts the geometry to make lubrication more effective. This phenomenon explains how originally symmetric asperities like that pictured in Figure 2 deform to generate a net pressure increase. The everyday experience that arbitrary rough surfaces slide more easily when lubricated than when dry is evidence of the efficacy of the elastic adjustment.
The lubrication pressure is significant as long as the fault is slipping. Since the asperities are at most a few meters long, the time it takes the elastic waves to traverse the asperities (<< 10 -2 s) is likely much less than the duration of loading. Therefore a quasi-static solution to the elastic equations is likely to be appropriate for modeling the effect of lubrication pressure on the fault geometry. Additional processes, such as asperity collisions, simultaneously generate elastodynamic deformation (seismic waves) during rupture. Those dynamic effects are beyond the scope of the present study and may be superposed on the elastostatic solution pre- 
where 2a is the width of the lubricated zone in the fault plane direction normal to slip, E is the Young's modulus of the rock, and v is the Poisson's ratio. We assume 0 is in equilibthat the preearthquake pore pressure pp rium with the initial asperity shape and produces no elastic displacement. Equation (8) is the solution for the displacement due to a finite sheet of pressure p(x, y) with Op/Oy -0, where y is the slip normal direction in the fault plane (Appendix A). The elastic deformation is driven by the pressure distribution from the equation (7) which implicitly assumes that there is no flow in the y direction. Flow in the y direction could occur in the physical system if there is leakage from the ends of the slipping zone. For a lubricated zone that is much wider than long (a >> L), the leakage is clearly negligible [Hamrock, 1994] . Leakage in the y direction may be a significant effect for narrower slipping zones. For now, we assume that the lubricated zone is equidimensional with a -L/2 in order to provide simple models of systems with a single asperity. This assumption will be modified to a condition that ensures a >> L when we consider rough surfaces rather than single asperities. 
Rough Surfaces
The length of the lubricated zone L is defined as the length over which the pressure returns to its reservoir value. For a single asperity, such as shown in Figure 4 , this is clearly the asperity length. Similarly, the asperity height AH is clearly defined for a single asperity 
where G(f) is the power spectral density, f is the spatial frequency and the value of the exponent c• is typically 2 or 3. For instance, the Fourier spectral density for a surface with a finite length/2 and c• = 2 is
where K is the spectral aspect ratio. The corresponding surface roughness function is
where •b(f) is a random phase that varies with spatial frequency. We assume that the shape of the two rough sides of the fault is initially well matched before the earthquake due to interseismic healing. The gap height h(x) has a constant value h0 along strike. If the fault fluid is a slurry, the thickness of this initially uniform fluid layer is controlled by the fiuidization process as well as the fault surface geometry. The surface is "well matched" if the fluid layer is initially of uniform thickness on scales less than or equal to the final slip distance. ing is not apparent as in Figure 4 . If d exceeds a critical value Lc, the gap is widened by an amount comparable to the largest asperity heights. The wider gap reduces the number of asperity collisions during sliding. It will be hypothesized that this process has observable effects in near-field strong motion records.
Scaling and the Sommerfeld Number
In the above discussion we have presented the basic theory of elastohydrodynamic lubrication and some numerical results. Now we will explore the scaling relationships between the lubrication pressure and the fault parameters. The scaling relationships both describe the qualitative behavior of the system and provide the basis for quantitative application of the theory.
Equation ( 
For natural fault surfaces and large ruptures (earthquake magnitude Mw > 6) the parameter K is of the same order as H/L. As will be discussed below, lubrication pressure is only significant for large earthquakes.
Therefore ( 
where P is the lithostatic pressure for geological problems [Sommerfeld, 1950] . 
The initial gap geometry drives the lubricating flow, and the asperities are uncleformed. This regime occurs when the lubrication pressure is much less than the pressure necessary to generate displacement of order H0, P5 << EHo/L.
We define a critical lubrication length Lc below which the elastic displacement D is insignificant, Lc is defined as the length at which D = Ho. Combining (15) Table I 
Model Applications
The paper to this point has presented a conceptual overview of hydrodynamic lubrication, a mathematical model, and the necessary quantification of parameters. We now use lubrication theory to explain the following three observations: low heat flow on the San Andreas, along-strike variations in strong motion spectra, and a difference in scaled radiated energy between large and small earthquakes. After discussing each application separately, we present an optimized parameter set that is consistent with all three applications. 
7'.2. Strong Motion Spectra
A unique set of strong motion records was recorded within a few kilometers of the surface rupture during the September 20, 1999, Mw -7.6 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake (Figure 9 ). The earthquake is notable for its high particle velocities as well as the distinct lack of high-frequency energy in the areas with large velocities [Ma et al., 1999] . The northern records are dominated by a smooth, large-amplitude pulse in velocity, whereas the southern ones have higher frequency energy with lower velocities. This difference in frequency content along-strike was also manifested as greater damage in the south, despite the larger displacements in the north. The damage patterns and mapped fault offsets confirm that the variation in the records is a result of alongstrike trends rather than local site responses or amplified motion on the hanging wall.
We hypothesize that the high frequency energy is generated by contacting asperities (Figure 10 ). Collisions between asperities are accommodated by a combination of normal displacement and failure. Both processes radiate high frequency energy. Asperities that radiate energy by these processes must be much smaller than the slip distance. The rate of asperity contact controls the minimum frequency, fc, of the displacement waves generated by asperity collisions. Therefore, fc )) Fid.
Using the values in Table 4 aObserved maximum horizontal slip and particle velocity.
Stations are arranged north to south as in Figure 9 . The first two stations show anomalous "pulse" behavior.
tion of the fault was larger than the critical value Lc and therefore elastic displacement was significant. We predict that any large earthquake with slip distances greater than a few meters will have a zone of the fault that is well lubricated with depleted highfrequency energy. This behavior has direct implications for efforts to mitigate the effects of strong ground motion. Structures designed to withstand large earthquakes must accommodate large amplitude long-period motion but do not need to accommodate as much highfrequency energy as would be predicted from scaling the spectrum of small events. Of course, such theoretical predictions are preliminary and should be thoroughly validated before being incorporated into any design plans.
Radiated Energy
It has been observed in California that the ratio of ra- We noted above that the increase in scatter for small earthquakes may be due to the methods used to measure radiated energy for small events. We speculate that there may also be real variability in E•/Mo for small events due to variations in parameters in the unlubricated regime. In the lubricated regime the system is insensitive to differences in the fault properties as shown in Figure 8 and ( Table 5 are merely one representative set that can match all three data sets. The major difference between the optimized and typical parameter sets is that the viscosity is larger in the optimized set by a factor of 5. Since small changes of the particle concentration can change the slurry viscosity by an order of magnitude, we consider this adaptation reasonable. In this combined model, the slip velocity is coupled to the frictional stress using ( Another possible complication is the compressibility of the fluid. Since the lubrication pressure is at most of the order of the initial hydrostatic pressure, the effects of compressibility on the pressure distribution are expected to be small [Szeri, 1998 ]. Dowson and Higginson [1977] showed for rectangular elastohydrodynamic conjunctions that fluid compressibility has no significant effect on the elastic deformation, although the pressure distribution is slightly different than in the incompressible case. Preliminary numerical experiments suggest that these results are also applicable to the rough fault studied here, but more work would be necessary to fully exclude the importance of compressibility.
As the fluid is squeezed through the narrow gap, dissipative heating occurs that may increase the temperature of the system. At the same time, the thermal expansion would increase the fluid pressure if there is abundant aqueous fluid. This thermal pressurization only occurs in the presence of ample aqueous fluid, whereas mechanical lubrication can occur with predominantly gouge. We calculate that the temperature rise due to frictional heating with thermal pressurization is <60øC by using the simplified equations of Lachenbruch [1980] without percolation or pore dilatation. This moderate thermal effect could decrease lubrication by decreasing the viscosity.
Additional complications could arise if the fluid is non-Newtonian and the viscosity depended upon the shear rate [Jacobson, 1991] . Inelastic effects such as wear of the wall rock and the generation of gouge may also be important.
Conclusions
We have shown in this paper that the mechanical effect of a viscous fluid lubricating a fault zone has implications for the rupture dynamics. Lubrication with typical parameters reduces the frictional stress during an earthquake by as much as 30% relative to the hydro- not appropriate for studies of earthquake rupture. The lubrication effect is present in all fluid-filled faults and is independent of any assumptions about the thermal effects of fault friction. Pore pressure must be viewed as a dynamic quantity, and prerupture values should not be used for modeling coseismic friction.
